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Abstract
Nowdays, accidents tend to happen because our attention is being split up by the ever-growing influx of 
information, losing the focus from the driving, traffic signs, and other signals. The consequences of these 
minor or major accidents weight down on our shoulders. During our project, we tried to eliminate, or help 
this issue, using present technology, improving upon that, trying to avoid these accidents. Our task consisted 
on implementing a software, that could identify traffic signs from any video streams.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade image and video processing 

has made great leaps in development. The basic 
premise was a shape detecting software, which 
could recognize triangular, circular and polyg-
onal shapes on pictures and indicate them with 
different colours, and - in anticipation of further 
developments – distinguish between the red tri-
angle and red circle.

In this project, this software was further devel-
oped and transformed to be able to detect traffic 
signs on videos.

During the program’s development it served as 
an inspiration that Tesla, Google, Uber, and other 
greater car manufacturer companies are design-
ing and testing self-driving cars, some of which 
are already in circulation. Google’s own self driv-
ing car, called Waymo, has already reached more 
than 3 million miles [1]. 

2. Planning and principle of operation
Initially, we wanted to use all parts of our pre-

vious work, but during planning, we added new 
features and altered parts of the initial program. 

Some of the current image analysis systems use 
machine learning, others search for objects seen 
in pictures in a pre-made database [3]. During 
software development, human nervous system 
and brain processing ability are often taken into 
consideration [4].

The program processes the individual frames 
of the given video file; analysing single images 
one-by-one rapidly. On these pictures, the trian-
gle, circle and quadrilateral recognition functions 
run parallel. 

Figure 1. Principle of operation 
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Polygon recognition functions work with the 
contours that can be found on the image, while 
circle recognition is achieved with the help of 
the Hough-transformation. In order to recognize 
shapes, images first must be converted to binary 
images, on which shape detection functions can 
work.

Videos were converted to 640x360 resolution 
and 30 fps format using Freemake Video Convert-
er [5].

3. Hardware and software
Due to the high computing power requirement, 

the project was developed on an ASUS X550C 
notebook. The computer has Intel (R) Core (TM) 
i5-3337U @ 1.80GHz CPU, 8GB DDR3 1600MHz 
memory and NVIDIA GeForce GT 720M video card 
and can achieve 1366x768 resolution. VGA based 
image analysis is key to accomplishing this task.

The computer runs a 64-bit Microsoft Windows 
10 Home operating system. The program was 
written in C++ with the OpenCV image process-
ing library in Visual Studio 2015 IDE [6]. Several 
video conversion software packages were used 
to achieve the correct video input. OpenCV must 
be imported to every new project. This happens 
in the project > properties menu, where we can 
provide the path to the folder that contains the 
OpenCV files, in the C/C++ menu. In the linker 
menu we can decide which library file should be 
used. 

Additionally, the full path of the OpenCV folder 
must be added to the PATH global environment 
variable.

4. Operation of the main program
After scanning the appropriate header files, the 

task of the main program is to split the input vid-
eo into frames for further processing. For video 
analysis and image processing we used OpenCV’s 
cv.hpp core.hpp, highgui.hpp and video.hpp 
header files.

The video file is stored in the cvCapture variable, 
which is OpenCV’s data type for handling videos.

The video is scanned into the variable using the 
cvCreateFileCapture() function by giving it the 
path of the video. The frames are cut by the cvQue-
ryFrame() method. The frames are processed in a 
loop, here it is important to mention that the com-
puter has relatively strong hardware, but is still 
not suitable for processing all the frames, so only 
every 10th frame is analysed.

Images taken from the video are then resized, so 
the unnecessary parts of the image can be exclud-
ed from processing. This is possible because traffic 
signs are usually on the right side of the road, so 
it is sufficient to analyse only the right-hand part 
of the image. This is done by using the cvSetImag-
eROI() function (Region of Interest). Frames are 
stored in IplImage structure, which corresponds 
to the Intel Image Processing Library format. One 
frame is stored in 3 structures of this type, so that 
during parallel processing one of the analysing 
functions can be called on each image separately. 
In the main program, in the loop, the given func-
tion is called on every thread and the returned 
image is displayed in a window. Parallelism can 
be achieved by using the <omp.h> header file. 
The program only displays the window if it finds 
a shape, thus improving performance. Windows 
are displayed using the cvShowWindow method, 
while using cvMoveWindow we can move it to 
the x,y coordinates given as parameters.

At the end of the run, these windows can be 
closed and the reserved memory freed by press-
ing a button.

5. Performance and function
The program was tested on a 5 minutes long 

video, during which the different traffic signs 
were detected with small errors. Despite the low 
quality of the video and the fact that images are 
dismantled continuously, the program used more 
than 2GB memory. In addition, the CPU utilisation 
did not rise above 25% (2.50GHz). The memory re-
quirement can increase with the length and reso-
lution of the video.

Figure 2. Importing OpenCV  
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During its run, the program recognized and 
contoured traffic signs with about 70% accuracy 
(69.1%). This is a statistically good ratio, which 
can be further increased by using additional al-
gorithms and higher resolution videos. However, 
analysing videos recorded at high speed might 
reduce this ratio, because of blurring and reflec-
tions. 

During the analysis, the video is played in a sep-
arate window, and there are three different win-
dows in which the circle, triangle and rectangle 
shaped signs are displayed. These are called Cir-
cle, Triangle and Rectangle.

6. Conclusions
Our endeavour seems to be fruitful, as our traf-

fic sign detecting software was completed. The 
program analyses the video in the given path, it 
recognises and displays the traffic signs on the 
video. After the run, the program closes the dis-
played windows and itself. During planning it 
was conceived that current generation hardware 

Figure 3. Performance at the end of the run  

Figure 4. Test I.   

has high computing capacity, so a Raspberry PI 3 
may also be able to perform image analysis with 
„reduced” parameters.

Another option would be to further develop the 
program to a point where it could be part of a 
self-driving vehicle.

However, it can be stated that performance may 
be different when implementing the program on 
another language or using a different operating 
system. OpenCV is available for Java, Python, C++ 
and C and supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS, iOS 
and Android operating systems.

Moreover, the program can be transposed into a 
more powerful work environment, where analys-
ing higher quality videos would be possible, and 
possibly it could be developed further to lower 
resource requirements.
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